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iometric Solutions

Cominfo's proprietary product InfoMets streamlines and tracks all visitors, temporary staff,
on-site contractor, and employee’s activity using standard desktop technology. InfoMets is a
complete security solution for entry/access areas built on Microsoft DotNet technology. InfoMets is a must security item for government facilities, military bases, schools, hospitals,
corporate headquarters, manufacturing plants, and any visitor-intensive facilities where visitors and staff must be identified and tracked.
Solutions:
-Bio Time Clock: Biometric time and attendance has taken a
starring role in to day's competitive markets. As labor cost be
comes more and more a factor in determining the profitability of
business, the ability to reduce employee labor theft has become a
principal goal.
Decrease the cost and frustration of a manual employee time
keeping setup with BioTimeClock. Eliminate buddy punching.
Reduce employee time tracking errors, and decrease payroll
processing time and effort.
-Bio Access Control: You can now know with every visit by
employee, vendors, visitors, contractors, transaction and logon
that the authorized user was present at the time of access. Unlike
passwords, smart cards, tokens, or PINs, fingerprints cannot be
easily shared, lost or stolen.

Key Features
- Easy to implement
- Intuitive User Administration
- Configurable Data Management
- Robust Fingerprint Matching
Engine
- Multiple Fingerprint Registration
- Easy to use
- Runs on all Microsoft platforms

With biometrics, you can expect:
- Higher level of security - no one can steal or forge your finger
print

- Fully customizable
- Real-Time Reporting

- Lower maintenance cost - no need to replace lost keys or cards
- More efficient - fast, accurate and cheat proof recognition
- Robust and reliable - It's mature and well established
Cominfo has developed a separate module for different industries to satisfy specific needs
for specific industry so security is never compromised. Currently the following modules are
available to be implemented.
Industry Specific:
- Healthcare
- Education
- Military Bases
- Corporate and Government Facilities
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